What is Collaborative Online International Learning?
COIL Subjects in Kansai University

1. Collaborative Learning in Multicultural and International Contexts (Global PBL)
2. Contemporary Gender Studies
3. KUGF Field Study (Global Awareness I)
4. Field-Based Learning (Society and Workplace Culture in Japan)
5. *KUGF Field Study (International Collaborative Learning)  （KUGF Field Study (Three Universities Collaboration)）*
7. Cross-Cultural Competence (A2)
8. Japanese Philosophy and Thoughts
9. *KUGF Field Study (Business Experience Abroad)  （KUGF Field Study (Business in Thailand)）*
10. Academic Discussions & Debates
11. ASEAN Studies
12. Cross-Cultural Competence (A1)
13. Critical Thinking for Social and Global Issues
14. 専門演習 (商学部)
15. Contemporary Gender Studies
16. Field-Based Learning (Society and Workplace Culture in Japan)
17. *Practical Study and Research in Japanese Language Education B (日本語教育実践研究 B)*
18. KUGF Field Study (Global Awareness III)
19. 化学技術英語 2
20. *KUGF Field Study (International Collaborative Learning)  （KUGF Field Study (Three Universities Collaboration)）*
22. Japan in International Affairs
23. Cross-Cultural Competence (B2)
24. Cross-Cultural Competence (B1)
25. Academic Discussions & Debates
26. ASEAN Studies
27. Critical Thinking for Social and Global Issues
28. International Business for Entrepreneurs
29. Japanese Science and Technology
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COIL (Module)

COIL (Asynchronous)
COIL for a specific purpose

JPN-COIL Association

- COIL practice dissemination
- Support across multi-discipline
- Matching site utilization
- Assessments for COIL exchange outcome
- Follow-up survey
- Implementation in other discipline

Training Program & Quality Assurance
- Materials and Webinar Development
- Content Development and Trouble Shooting

Promotion
- US Counterpart and Mobility Support
- COIL Promotion

Research
- Survey Analysis

Program Advancement
- Educational Quality Assurance and Comptability

Growing numbers of faculty members and affiliates who acquire the understanding and know-how of COIL practice

Encouragement to join the association for universities outside Japan

Growing numbers of H.E. Institutions that utilize COIL practice to build and foster inter-university relationships
World’s First COIL-Customized Online Platform

Launching June 2019
Colleagues

Connected Lessons

**Cultural Understanding Icebreaker**
In order to familiarize yourself with your fellow student overseas and learn about their culture, you will be completing a series of Cultural understand assignments. These assignments will include a word association, 3 Image Association, Sentence Completion, and Image Association.

**French Cultural Understanding**
We will be learning about the French Culture by speaking with native French Speakers

**Climbing to the top**
We are going to have the students use social media to discuss topics with one another

**Video Lessons**
During the semester you and your classroom partners overseas will be sending videos to each other. In these videos, you will be showing your partners what a day in the life looks like for you. For example you will take a video on what food you eat, where you study, who your best friend is, what your favorite thing to do all day is etc...

**Diplomacy**
Discuss how your country might handle international Diplomacy differently then your partner countries
Participant universities and organizations

Chiba University
The University of Tokyo
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies
International Christian University
Tokyo University of the Arts
Kagoshima University
University of the Ryukyus
Osaka City University
Sophia University
Ochanomizu University
University of Shizuoka
Nanzan University

Kansai University
Hiroshima University
Tokyo University of Agriculture
Kanazawa University
Yamaguchi Prefecture University
Fukuoka University
Toyo University
Kumamoto University

(20 universities)

CIEE
Global 8
Flywire

(3 organizations) As of Jan. 2019

Students
✓ Future Ready
✓ Active Learning
✓ Intercultural Competency
  – Interest and respect for different cultures, languages, people
  – Motivation for studying abroad
  – Virtual exchange

Economical method to know different ...
Instructors
✓ Global Engagement of Students
✓ High-Impact Learning Environment
✓ Meaningful Connections between Instructors and Students
✓ Global Network with Foreign Researchers

?? Academic Specialty ??

Universities
✓ International Student Recruitment
✓ Global University Ranking
✓ Globalization of University by Curriculum
✓ Spontaneous Faculty Development
спасибо
GRACIAS
THANK YOU
ありがとうございました
MERCI
DANKE
धन्यवाद
شُكرًا
OBRIGADO
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